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Hi ,  
 
Thank you very much to 
every one who has 
contributed articles, poems, 
words of wisdom and  
advice. Also to all those 
hands, eyes, and ears of  
kindness that have helped 
bring this newsletter into  
being and creating it into 
what I feel is an eclectic 
expression of diversity   
 
I find myself struggling to 
find words that express. 
All I can say is Thanks and 
thanks again x 
 
Recently I‘ve heard many 
voices saying “it is so good to 
have some sunshine again!” 

I agree!! The buds are 
starting to burst and flowers 
are starting to show their 
smiling faces,  
… what a great sense of 
relief!!!.. To remember that 
there are blue skies and that 
we can feel sunshine on our 
faces (it does exist!!!). 
 
May the sunshine encourage 
our natural growth, may we  
reach tall as sunflowers do 
and then may the rain be as 
a welcome friend that 
cleanses our troubles and 
feeds our roots. 
 

Warm wishes and Kind 
regards 

                      Sarah  x

 

Invitation to submit articles and comment to the Bridge 
Collective Newsletter. 
 
If you would like to have an article, piece of poetry, other 
material or you wish to comment on an item appearing in this 
issue that you would like to be included in the next issue (July - 
September 2009), then please contact us before 8th June. Thank 
you. 
 
The Editor at King Street on (01392) 490458 or 
e-mail: bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk  
We will look forward to hearing from you. 
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April

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
1 2 3 4 5

10am-12 
Company 
Secretary Meeting     
Experts By        
Exprience: 12-2 
WRAP with Ali 
session1. @ 2.30    
(tbc)

Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm    
 Spirit of the 
Bridge 2pm 
Bridge Extra 
meeting 4-6pm        

Escot………..… 
Underground 
Sound 12-6pm

.Rainbow 
Mind 2.30-4

 Allotment

6 7 8 Full  MOON  9 10 11 12
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
You'd Better. 
Believe it on 
holiday this 
week

.Wonford house 
with Wild things 
10.30-12         
WRAP with Ali 
session2. @ 2.30 
(tbc)      

Bridge Open 
Day: 10.00-4pm 
Charlotte 
Hubbard visit 1pm               

.Underground 
Sound on 
holiday 
today………

Lockbar 
wood   ……. 
……...

Bank holiday  13 14 15 16 17 18 19
.Womans Art. 
Group on 
holiday this 
week                     
You'd Better. 
Believe it on 
holiday this 
week

Social Anxiety 
Group: 7.15pm

WRAP with Ali 
session3. @ 2.30 
(tbc)    

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm    
Bipolar Self…... 
Help Group:7-9pm 
 Medication 
survey 10-2 see 
page 30

Escot………… 
Underground 
Sound 12-6pm 
…1212-6pm……

Rainbow 
Mind 2.30

"Sweet Ap!l "owers Do #!ng May flowers."- Thomas Tusser, A Hundred Good 
Points of Husbandry 1557
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20 21 22 23 24 New moon 25 26
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

Discussion 
Group: 3-5pm  

Cleaning & 
health & safety 
checks 9.30-10.30 
Donations & 
Disposals 10.30-
12.30            
WRAP with Ali 
session4 (tbc)             

Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm           
Voices Group: 
2.00-4.00pm        
Directors 
meeting 5-7pm 
Group Karaoke  7-
9 (see page 15)

.Underground 
Sound  12-6pm          

27 28 29 30 1 2 3
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

Broadhempston 
Community 
Woodland

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm           
9.30-12.30 CEU 
presentation 

* Company Secretary meeting: Wed 1st April 10-12.00 For anyone interested in being part of secretary 
...team. All welcome 

* Bridge Extra Meeting: Thursday April 2nd 4-6pm meeting For discussing issues raised in monthly       
...directors meeting that need more time. The decisions and actions will be made and agreed in the monthly 
...meeting. Topics for this session 1. Complaints proceedure  2. group relationships and accountability  
...3.contracts of employment.

* Experts By Experience: Wed 1st April 12-2 See page 20-21

* Spirit of the Bridge: Thurs 2nd April 2.00 no agenda, simply a space to be, communicate and maybe 
...share thoughts and feelings arising. 

* W.R.A.P. Sessions 1, 2, 3 and 4: Wed 1st, Wed 8th Wed 15th and Wed 22nd at 2.30pm with Ali

* Bridge Directors' Meeting(with agenda planning at 4.30pm): Thurs 23rd April 5-7pm All Welcome

* Cleanup and health and safety checks: Wed 22nd April 9.30 - 10.30am  See page 22 

* Community Enterprise Unit: Thurs 30th April 9.30am-12.30pm Bridge ways of working for the future 
...see page 26-28

* Donations and Disposals Wed 22nd April 10.30-12.30  meeting to work out the processes of how things 
...(donations/gifts/loans) come into the Bridge  See page 22
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May

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
27 28 29 30 1 2 3

.Rainbow 
Mind 2.30-4

 Allotment 2-
6pm

Bank holiday   4 5 6 7 8 Full  MOON 9  10
.Womans Art 
Group on 
holiday today                     
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 
(TBC).

Beltane 
gathering @ 
GW Allotment 
12noon   

10-12 Company 
Secretary meeting          
Experts by 
Experience 12-2    

.Bridge Open 
Day: 10.00-4pm    
 Bridge Extra 
meeting 4-6pm        

.Escot……….....
Underground 
Sound ………

Equality and 
Diversity Policy 
2.30pm   

Lockbar 
wood   ……. 
……...

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

Social Anxiety 
Group: 7.15pm

Tarka Trail Bike 
Ride (See page 
19)

Bridge Open   
Day: 10.00-4pm    
 Spirit of the 
Bridge 2pm         

.Underground 
Sound ………

.Rainbow 
Mind 2.30-4 

18 19 20 21 22 23 NEW moon 24
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

Discussion      
Group: 3-5pm  

Cleanup and 
Health and Safety 
checks 10am-12 
Agenda meeting 
12.30                 
Directors 
meeting 1-3pm 

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm            
Bipolar Self…... 
Help Group:     
7.00-9.00 pm       
Voices Group 2-
4pm

.Escot……….…. 
Underground 
Sound ………
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Bank holiday 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
.Womans Art. 
Group on 
holiday today                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 
(TBC) 

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm          

..Underground 
Sound ………

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)                                                                                                   
 = Greenwood project  held at various locations ( See pages 12-13 )                                  
 = DEVON SPIRITUAL EMERGENCE NETWORK  ( see pages 13-15 )                                                                                                               

* Bridge Extra Meeting: Thursday May 7th 4-6pm meeting For discussing issues raied in monthly 
...directors meeting that need more time. The decisions and actions will be made and agreed in the  
...monthly meeting.

* Equality and Diversity Policy meeting Sat 9th May - 2.30 pm to discuss and review the draft policy. 

* Company Secretary meeting: Wed 6th May 10am-12 For anyone interested in being part of secretary 
...team All welcome 

* Experts By Experience: Wed 6th May 12-2 See page 20-21

* Spirit of the Bridge: Thurs 14th May 2.00 no agenda, simply a space to be, communicate and maybe 
...share thoughts and feelings arising. 

* Agenda Meeting Wed 20th May 12.30 organising agenda for directors meeting all welcome! (Steve from 
...CEU will be attending as a 'fly on the wall' see CEU page).

* Bridge Directors' Meeting Wed 20th May 1-3 All Welcome. (Steve from CEU will be attending as a 'fly on 
...the wall' see CEU page.)

* Cleanup and health and safety checks Wed 20th May 9.30 - 11.30am  See page 22 
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June

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
1 2 3 4 5 6 Full Moon  7   

.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

10-12 Company 
Secretary meeting  
Experts by 
Experience 12-2    
Keyholder 
meeting 2.30-4.30

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm    
 Bridge Extra 
meeting  4-6pm       

.Escot……….…. 
Underground 
Sound ………

.Rainbow 
Mind 2.30-4

 Allotment 2-
6pm

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

Social Anxiety 
Group: 7.15pm

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm                

.Underground 
Sound ………

Lockbar 
wood camp  
14th-16th

15 16 17 18 19 20 21
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 
Lockbar wood 

Lockbar wood 
camp

.Bridge Open.. 
Day: 10.00-4pm   
Events planning 
meeting 2.30pm         
Voices Group 2-4

.Escot……….…. 
Underground 
Sound ………

.Rainbow 
Mind 2.30-4

New moon  22 23 24 25 26 27 28
.Womans Art. 
Group 10am-12                      
.You'd Better... 
Believe it Group 

 Summer 
Solstice @ (tbc) 
Budleigh Beach  
Discussion 
Group: 3-5pm  

Cleaning and 
health and safety 
checks 10-12 
Agenda meeting 
12.30                  
 Directors 
meeting 1-3pm

Bridge Open   
Day: 10.00-4pm    
 Spirit of the 
Bridge 2pm         

.Underground 
Sound ………
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29 30 1 2 3 4 5
Womans Art 
Group 10.00-
12.00                      
You'd Better 
Believe it Group: 
1.30-3.30

Exmouth 
beach picnic    
4-8pm

* Company Secretary meeting: Wed 3rd June March 10-11.30 Anyone interested in being part of 
...secretary team. All welcome 

* Spirit of the Bridge: Thurs 25th June 2.00 no agenda, simply a space to be, communicate and maybe 
...share thoughts and feelings arising. 

* Agenda Meeting: Wed 24th June 12.30 organising agenda for directors meeting all welcome!

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)                                                                                                   
 =  Greenwood project  held at various locations ( See pages 12-13 )              
 = DEVON SPIRITUAL EMERGENCE NETWORK  ( see pages 13-15 )                                                                                                               

* Cleanup and health and safety checks: Wed 24th June 9.30- 11.30am All welcome, See page 22

* Bridge Directors' Meeting: Wed 24th June 1.00-3.00 All Welcome

* Community Enterprise Unit: Date T.B.C. a session on how to chair a meeting and how to run meetings 
...effectively. Session to be led by Steve. See CEU page.

* Experts By Experience: Wed 3rd June 12-2 See page 20-21

* Events planning meeting: Thurs 18th June 2.30pm, Organising things to do at the Bridge for Jul-Sept 
...09. Bring ideas to the meeting or put them in the suggestion box.

* Bridge Extra Meeting: Thurs June 4th 4-6pm meeting For discussing issues raied in monthly directors 
...meeting that need more time. The decisions and actions will be made and agreed in the monthly meeting.

* Keyholder meeting: Wed 3rd June 2.30 - 4.30 Looking at keyholder support and how keeping in touch 
...and updated might work.
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Groups 
Exeter Hearing-Voices Group: 
The Bridge Collective runs a Voices Group one Thursday a 
month. The group offers voice-hearers the opportunity to 
share their experiences with others who have had or are 
having similar experiences. (See calendar for dates.) 
  

 "You'd Better Believe It" Group: 
A place where it is safe to talk about any beliefs or 
experiences without being judged or being told that you 
have got it wrong. (Contact The Bridge for further details). 
  

 Exeter Bi-Polar Self Help Group:   
This group aims to help anyone who has been given a 
diagnosis of manic depression, uni-polar, bi-polar or rapid 
cycle illness. The nature of the small group means that 
nobody need feel intimidated when confidentially discussing 
their experiences and coping strategies. It is much easier to 
share ideas, anxieties and aspirations with fellow sufferers.  
3rd Thusday of every month 7- 9 @The Bridge. Contact Sue: 
exeterbipolar@yahoo.co.uk or for further info tel: 0845 4349805 
 

The Exeter Social Anxiety Support Group:  
Many of our members find that attending the support group and 
meeting other people who are having similar difficulties to be very 
helpful. This can help them feel more socially acceptable and 
reduce feelings of loneliness. Being able to express their Social 
Anxiety thoughts can help reduce the burden they place on your 
life.  
 
Meetings are at the “The Bridge Collective” at 7.15 - 9.00 pm on 
the second Tuesday of the month. Tea and coffee available. 
There are typically 4 or 5 people. We just drink tea and chat. 
Everyone there has SA so everyone understands when people 
are nervous. It is friendly and supportive. We really hope people 
can make it, e-mail Neil if you have any questions, please contact 
exetersasg@hartsweb.co.uk 
The next 3 meetings are 7.15 pm on April 14th, May 12th and 
June 9th (read further about social anxiety in articles section)
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Hi everyone my name is Alex.�  
I have been working with Ben on the "Underground Sound" drop in service 
for 18-30 year olds since January. �We currently have a pair of 
"Techniques 1210" turntables with an extensive selection of records. We 
are also the proud owners of a Drum kit, Keyboard and two Electric 
guitars amongst other things. The possibility of a "Mac" computer with 
the music program "logic" is hopefully in the pipe work as well!!! Any one 
wishing to get involved is more than welcome and should pop in between 
12pm and 6pm every Friday.� Thank you to all of the friendly faces that 
I’ve met so far and I look forward to meeting all those I haven't. Thanks 
also to everyone who has shown an interest in the group, all of your 
support is greatly appreciated.� � 
 
Best Wishes, � �Alex.  
 
 
 

Underground Sound @ the Bridge Collective, 7-9 King Street, Exeter 
Fridays 12-6pm 
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Greenwood 
Project Events 
April-June 09 
Note: please phone (numbers 
below), to check meeting times 
and places as we occasionally 
have to alter them. 
 
Camp-fire singing at Escot: 
Meg Compton will be coming to 
all the Escot days listed below 
between 2 and 3pm for singing 
sessions round the fire, and we 
will be building up a greenwood 
project songbook. If you can, 
please bring words to any 
favourite songs that we could all 
learn to sing. 
 
April 
Fri 3rd :  Escot. 
Making natural skin care 
products for men and women 
with Wendy 

Sun 5th: 2-6pm Allotment.  
Wed 8th:10.30am-12 noon: 
Wonford House Grounds 
with Wild Things,  
An opportunity for in-patients 
at Wonford House to sample 
Greenwood Project activities – 
ask at the O.T. department for 
details. Anyone not resident at 
Wonford House is welcome to 
join us too. 

Sun 12th: Lockbar Wood.   
Easter egg candles. 

Fri 17th: Escot.  
Beowulf tapestry 

 
Wed 29th: Broadhempston 
Community Woodland.  
Meeting up with the Plymouth 
Ecotherapy Group to do some 
green woodworking in South 
Devon, at a new venue for us – 
a large area of recently planted 
woodland on a hill with 
spectacular views to Dartmoor 
and Torbay. Meet Exeter bus 
station 8.45am. Return fare is 
£6.00, bus passes can’t be 
used at this time. 

 
May 
Sun 3rd 2-6pm. Allotment. 
Planting flowers.  

Fri 8th Escot.  
Saxon village building 

Sun 10th Lockbar Wood.   
Delilah Day. Bring in the summer 
with Delilah the Lockbar Wood 
‘Obby ‘Oss. 

Fri 22nd Escot.  
Spoon carving 

 
June 
Fri 5th Escot. Walk in the park 
and story circle 

Sun 7th Allotment. 2-6pm. 
Show and tell. Bring something 
to share with the group. 

Sun 14th - Tue 16th: Lockbar 
Wood Camp.  
Leaving Exeter Sunday 
lunchtime and returning 
Tuesday evening. We have 
some tents and equipment  
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available for loan if you haven’t  
got your own. Cost will be £20 
plus travel, and will include all 
meals etc. You will need to book 
by Thursday 28th May, with £5 
deposit. Booking forms available 
on request. 

 
 

Fri 19th Escot.  
Melting and casting metal 

Tue 30th Exmouth Beach 
Picnic.  At Rodney Bay, beyond 
Orcombe Point, 4-8pm. Some of 
us will be travelling by train or 
bus from Exeter. Contact 
Andrew near the time for 
details.  

 
Information about Greenwood Project events 
Cost: we use public transport where possible and you will need to 
pay the fare (see below). At most events we provide food and drink 
and we ask you to contribute £1.50 towards this. 
Travel: usually by public transport. The fares given below are the 
maximum you will have to pay, but we often get a group discount 
reducing the fare by up to a half. Fares may be more if not returning 
the same day. 
For Escot, meet 9.55am at Central Station. Full day return fare is 
£4.30. We are usually back in Exeter about 4.30 
For Lockbar Wood, meet 1.30pm at St Davids Station. Full day 
return fare is £7.00. We are usually back in Exeter about 8.30pm. 
The Allotment is at the end of Ashwood Road, St Thomas, Exeter. 
Walking from Exe Bridges along Alphington Road, go under the 
railway arch, past B&Q, and take the second left, Ebrington Rd. Take 
the second left which is Ashwood Road and continue as far as you 
can. 
 

Enquir ies: please phone Andrew Barkla (07855 633304) or Bev 
Slade (07967 123597) or email greenwoodproject@hotmail.co.uk 
(emails may not be read for up to 2 weeks though). 
  

DSEN 
 

Devon Spiritual Emergence Network is a group of 
people who want to acknowledge the spiritual aspects of 
our experience and meet together for mutual support. We 
do this at seasonal turning points, usually in an outdoor 
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setting. All belief systems and traditions are respected 
equally. 
You are invited to bring something to share in the circle  
- a memory, a poem, a photograph - anything in fact that 
feels like it has some connection to this time of the year 
for you. Please also bring food to share.  
 

Beltane Gathering: Tuesday 5th May at the Greenwood 
Allotment 
 
Summer Solstice: Tuesday 23rd June at Sandford Green (t.b.c) 
 

Please phone Andrew on 07855 633304 with any enquiries 
about these events. 
 

 

 

Spring is coming . . .  

 . . . the world around us is greening, and there is a sense that as 
the sap rises, so does hope and optimism.  At the last DSEN 
gathering in December, we had a discussion about the future of 
the group. The overall feel of the group over the past three 
years, led us to decide that, in future, we will not be calling 
ourselves a 'spiritual emergency' group as we do not feel we can 
offer this very specialist  kind of support. To operate effectively 
as a support group for anyone in spiritual crisis would require, 
among other things, a group of (spiritual crisis) survivors 
prepared to give time and support on a rota basis either through 
face to face counselling or  more importantly, a dedicated 
telephone helpline and / or regular groups. Therefore, due to 
lack of capacity, we are not able to offer this specialist support 
and it is no longer appropriate for the group to be affiliated to the 
National Spiritual Crisis Network (SCN). Catherine Lucas, the 
national coordinator, has been contacted and she agrees this is 
the best way forward. However, all is not lost. The Bridge 
Collective will continue to host the group and we are now 
actively seeking a new name which more accurately reflects our 

“Many hands make light work.” 
John Heywood (English Playwright and Poet, 1497-1580) 
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seasonal / earth based spirituality and which offers users an 
opportunity to connect with Nature and the turning seasons as 
part of their recovery / self management. A kind of ‘green 
therapy’. We will, of course, continue to welcome 
anyone who describes their experience of emotional or 
psychological distress as 'spiritual emergency', as well as others 
who do not but who need support to explore a spiritual path that 
connects with Nature. It is hoped that funding for the sort of 
spiritual crisis service described above, will be forthcoming at 
some stage in the future, in which case we could re-affiliate with 
the national organisation.       

Spring Greetings to all at the Bridge Collective! 

Paula Kovacs 

Further reading/links: 

Spiritual Emergency: When Personal Transformation becomes a Crisis. Eds.Stanislav 
Grof, M.D., and Christina Grof. (Tarcher / Putnam 1989) 

The Stormy Search for the Self: A Guide to Personal Growth through transformational 
Crisis by Christina Grof and Stanislav Grof, M.D. (Tarcher/Penguin 1990) 

UK Spiritual Crisis Network: www.spiritualcrisisnetwork.org.uk 

11th International Conference/Italy www.eurotas.org/sen.html 
 
Group Karaoke 
 
Do you fancy singing with a group of people? 
No need to learn the songs or even sing in tune. 
Group Karaoke at the Bridge is the place to do it.  
Lots of favourite songs to choose from and we all sing them 
together.  
Sing your heart out; it’s good for the soul. 
(Air guitars and naff dancing welcome). 
 
This will be on Thursday 23rd of April in The Crow’s Nest 7pm 
‘til 9pm and is free. 

Image from www.bonobokids.com/Image from www.bonobokids.com/  
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Discussion Group 
 

In the discussion group at the Bridge Collective we discuss a variety of 
perspectives on issues such as freedom, culture, knowledge, conflict 
and consumerism. We also try to make sense of how we think the way 
we do.  
 
Get together with others to share views and enjoy different view points. 
No pressure to speak-come to listen too. Come for all or part and arrive 
and go as you wish. 
 
The proposed principles for the space are that: 
 

1. Every individual brings to the space valid knowledge from 
their own background. 

2. All knowledge is partial and incomplete. 
3. All knowledge can be questioned. 

 
At the March group we discussed ‘community’ using the following different 
perspectives as a starting point. 
 
Perspectives on community: 
 
“A community is a body of people living in one place, district or country” 
 
“Communities can be self-defined and defined by others” 
 
“A group of people having something in common e.g. race, religion, 
profession ” 
 
“There is no sense of community nowadays” 
 
“A place for social and recreational gathering” 
 
“A place to give and receive support; to care and be cared about” 
 
“A place to belong” 
 
“Family bonds are at the heart of community” 
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“People can be isolated within a community; communities can be 
inclusive and exclusive” 
 
“Self-sufficiency and not needing people is possible” 
 
“No man is an island” 
 
“I am part of all that I have met” 
 
“Changes in, and questioning of social roles destroys the structures 
which hold communities together” 
 
“Having similar resources unites communities and wide differences in 
resources divides them” 
 
“Communities are sustained and united by something shared e.g. 
shared values, vision, enemies, purpose” 
 
“Having a local community means having neighbours you trust and get 
along with- people you can recognize and say hello to” 
 
What is ‘community’ for you?                                                                  
 

Next dates:  
Tues April 21st, Tues May 19th and Tues June 23rd at 3-5pm 
On April 21st we’ll be discussing ‘motivation’ 
 
There’s a poster up on the wall in the Bridge to add perspectives to 
discuss. Please add perspectives to the list we’re putting together: 

“Motivation is what induces a person to act in a particular way” 

“Motivation is what stimulates interest of someone in an activity” 

“Powerful human needs, such as respect, understanding, safety and 
love are     the motivation for everything we do and say” 

“No person chooses evil because it is evil; they only mistake it for 
happiness, the good they seek” 

“Motivation is an inner pull to do something” 
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Women’s Arts Project:   
  

To give women some much needed personal space and an 
opportunity to explore their own artistic ideas and expression. 
 

The group has a real sense of community and a relaxed creative 
atmosphere. 
 

Contact Sarah tel: 07740518602 or email 
sarahindevon@hotmail.co.uk or The Bridge (01392) 433358 

Rainbowmind 
We are a new group for people who identify as Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual or Transgender (LGBT) and who have been affected 
by mental health issues.  
Rainbowmind is a friendly, accepting group, which meets on 
the first and third Saturday of each month between          
2.30-4pm at the Bridge Collective, King Street, Exeter. We 
recognise how hard it can be to take the step of coming to a 
group. Rainbowmind offers friendship and company with other 
LGBT people in a non-judgemental, supportive and safe 
atmosphere. There is no pressure. It is fine to just come along 
and have a cup of tea or coffee, and come and go as you 
please. 
Our group has been meeting on a regular basis since August, 
2008 and is supported by Intercom - a charity based in Exeter 
for LGBT people across the south-west. 
If you think that this group may be of interest to you, or you 
would like to meet someone before coming to the group, 
please contact:rainbowmindexeter2009@hotmail.co.uk                                                                                  
or                                                                                                                                         
Vicky: (01392) 201012                                                                                                         
e-mail: vicky@intercomtrust.org.uk                                                                                           
or                                                                                                                                            
The Bridge Collective (01392) 433358 
 
Thanks,  Anna 
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Tarka Trail Bike Ride -  Wed 13th May 
A group of about 6 of us cycled a while ago from Barnstaple to Instow on 
the south side of the Taw estuary. We looked across to Braunton Burrows 
and were inspired with the idea of cycling along that side of the estuary 
one day. I've never been there but I've heard that Braunton Burrows is a 
beautiful nature reserve famous for wild flowers on the sand-dunes. The 
route there is flat and easy along 5 or 6 miles of old railway line. 
We took our 6 cycles on the train without any problem but the trains only 
guarantee to take two cycles at a time. We will meet for the bike ride at 
Barnstaple Station at 1235. The train from Exeter St Davids at 1127 
arrives then. There are earlier trains at 0927 and 1027 so you could go 
earlier if you wanted to avoid the risk of not getting your bike on the 
train. I believe it is also possible to hire bikes in Barnstaple. There is a 
choice of several afternoon/evening trains back. I am willing to do my 
best to coordinate travel and meeting up for anyone who wants to phone 
me on 07855 633304. - Andrew 

EleMental - I got this message from my friend Karen who some of you will 
remember doing Indian Head Massage at the old Joan of Arc Room: 

  

"Hi Andrew, 
  

A friend of mine Marion Aslan is setting up an international organisation called 
EleMental.  You might have heard of Marion as she's written books on the concept of 
'thriving' as opposed to recovery and she has a website 'crazy diamond'.  I can't give 
you full details of the EleMental proposal yet as it is still in the very early stages of 
development but I can tell you that it is based on the work of people such as Mary 
Boyle , Sandra Escher, Loren Mosher and Marius Romme and basically campaigns for 
an alternative to the medical model, regarding the service user as the expert in their 
own recovery. 
  

Marion is looking for people nationally who may want to get involved and I thought you 
or other members of the co op might be interested, she would be happy to travel down 
to meet u and discuss things further.  I'm interested in helping out how I can, it sounds 
exciting. 
  

Please let me know your thoughts on the matter 
  

Karen x" 
  

The EleMental people, Karen Winchester, Marion Aslan, and Mike Smith will be in 
Exeter on Fri 24 and Sat 25th April. They will be in the Bridge on Saturday morning, 
probably from 11am, and something will happen on Friday too - people who are 
interested in meeting them should let me know to be kept informed. -  Andrew   
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‘Experts-by-Experience'   
As participants in the Bridge Collective enterprise, we believe 
that it is important to recognise the important part people who 
experience mental health problems have to play in training 
mental health workers and related professions. Organisations 
and Groups can book ‘Experts-by-Experience’ to deliver training 
on most mental health issues based in personal experience. 
Fees are available on request. Opportunities are available for 
members of the Bridge Collective to participate in training with 
‘Experts-by-Experience‘ and to receive payment for it. 
These individual insights offer an opportunity for mutual 
learning leading to a greater knowledge and understanding of 
mental health. Further, along with other groups such as the 
Exeter Service User Groups, ‘Experts-by-Experience’ have been 
very influential in changing the power dynamic between service 
users and professionals such as student social workers, nurses, 
doctors, police, DPT staff and trainee psychologists. 

    

    

Research:   

Under the title of ‘The Joan of Arc Project' we have 
initiated and collaborated with at least a dozen significant 
research projects, many with Departments of Clinical 
Psychology at Plymouth, Bristol and Exeter Universities. 
Graduate and undergraduate students have frequently 
derived their dissertation topics and data during 
placements within our groups and / or liaison with Experts-
by-Experience. If you are looking for an opportunity to be 
part of a user-led research project, then please contact us. 
  
Workshops:   

The Bridge Collective also offers one-day courses which are 
open to mental health workers, service users, survivors, 
carers and others. They are delivered by Experts-by-
Experience and they are informed by survivor-led research, 
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and the experience of the survivor movement including 
self-help groups working in the Bridge Collective. They all 
aim to promote understanding of subjective experience 
and look at practical ways to support recovery. They 
include: 'Hearing-Voices’ (Voices & Visions), 'Self-Harm', 
and 'Beyond Belief'(details, booking form and fees 
information available on request). 
 

Note to Members, 
 

Shortly we will be making 2 more bits of information 
available on the website these will be: 
 

1. Last year’s accounts  
2. The Bridge Collective C.I.C Memorandum and Articles 

of Association 
If a paper version is preferred, all are available on request 
in the office. 
 

 
Voluntary work at Lockbar Wood 
 
There is always work to do at Lockbar Wood to keep it in good 
shape for wildlife and for human visitors. Often we do some 
management work on the regular greenwood project visits, but 
there’s always more to be done, so extra help will be welcome. 
 
If you would like to come earlier on the Sundays when there are 
Greenwood Project events at Lockbar, there will be working 
sessions then. There is a train that leaves St Davids at 0939.   
(Train times may change after 16th May) 
It would also be possible to come for a working day in the woods 
on Sundays  26th April, 24th May and 21st June 
 
Please ask Andrew if you would like to help. 
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Cleaning at the Bridge 
Thank you to everyone, the groups and keyholders 
for all you do in keeping the Bridge clean and 
tidy. 
There’s a cleaning morning once a month to pitch 
in – all welcome (see calendar) 
Big Thank you to Margret for her very welcome 
donations of cake on the cleaning mornings. 
And to all those who quietly, unseen spruce and 
brighten the space up.  
 

 

Donations and Disposal 
Wednesday 22nd April 

10.30am - 12.30pm 
 

Discussion to work out the processes of how donations, 
gifts and loans of items come into the Bridge and are 
cleared. 
 

It would be lovely, if this matter concerns you, if you come 
and be part of the planning team to decide how the 
Bridge can collectively keep itself organised.  
 
If you can’t make it and you have any ideas on processes 
that you feel would be suitable please do let someone at 
the Bridge, that will be present know. 
 

All Views Welcome!!! 
Tel: 01392 433358 or Email bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk 
 

Keyholder meeting 
3rd June 2.30 - 4.30 

Looking at keyholder support and how keeping in 
touch and updated might work.  
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COULD  BE A DIRECTOR OF THE BRIDGE 
COLLECTIVE?  
The constitution of the Bridge Collective says that we must have 
between 5 and 11 company directors. They must be members of 
the Bridge and are either elected at the AGM for a term of 2 
years, or can be co-opted in between AGMs. 
Our 2009 AGM will be held Thurs 17th September 1-3pm. (with 
lunch at 12). At the moment, we have eight directors. Of these, 
Clare Coutts, Nicola Green, and Andrew Barkla were elected last 
year and will continue in post until September 2010. That leaves 
vacancies for up to 8 directors, and we must appoint at least 2. 
Those directors who were elected in 2007 may stand for re-
election, as may any other members of the Bridge, following the 
procedure explained below. As you will see, this requires action 
by 4th June. 
Please consider carefully whether you would be willing to take 
on this role, which is essential for us to operate as a company. It 
requires commitment and responsibility, and you need to 
understand the role in principle before putting yourself forward, 
but you don’t have to have any special previous experience or 
any skills that you can’t learn. 
 
Directors duties and responsibilities 
Company law makes Directors legally responsible for the running 
of any company. The Bridge Collective is a Company Limited by 
Guarantee, which means that provided you act legally and 
responsibly as a director your financial liability is limited to £1, 
along with all company members. 
The Bridge policy is to make all decisions openly at meetings 
that anyone can attend. We usually arrive at decisions by 
consensus, and sometimes by a vote open to all those present. 
However, it is the directors who are held responsible in law for 
the decisions we make. 
By becoming a director you are making a commitment to attend 
all directors meetings. If you are unable to attend, there is an 
expectation that you will give apologies via someone who is 
attending. Directors’ meetings are advertised in the Bridge 
newsletter and it is your responsibility to be aware of the dates. 
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The company will pay travel expenses to meetings for directors 
and also for other members who wish to attend. 
You do have some legal responsibilities as a director, outlined 
below.  
The activities of the Bridge Collective are governed by our 
Memorandum and Articles which are available to see at the 
Bridge office, and will soon be on the website, and any member 
will be given a printed copy on request. As a director you must 
pursue the objectives listed in the Memorandum of Association 
and you must act within the powers granted in the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association. 
The Companies Act 2006 requires company directors to act in a 
way most likely to promote the success of the business. 
You must exercise a degree of skill and care. You must: show 
the skill expected of a person with your knowledge and 
experience; act as a reasonable person would do looking after 
their own business.  
You must act in good faith in the interests of the company as a 
whole. This includes: declaring any conflicts of interest; not 
making personal profits at the company's expense. 
You must obey the law: company law requires the directors 
(collectively) to produce proper accounts and send various 
documents to Companies House – you will not necessarily do 
this work yourself but you are responsible with the other directors 
for making sure it is done; other laws include areas such as 
health and safety, employment law and tax; you may be 
responsible for the actions of company employees.  
Acting improperly can lead to fines, disqualification from being a 
director, personal liability for the company's debts or a criminal 
conviction. However, you are not at risk of this if you act 
conscientiously and in good faith. You are one of a sizeable 
group of directors, many of whom have at least a year’s 
experience, so you will have help and support in fulfilling your 
role. 
By being a director you are also fulfilling a task without which the 
Bridge cannot function and from which you can learn a lot. 
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Election of Directors. 
 
Of the 8 present directors, 3 will remain in post without re-
election until the 2010 AGM. The remaining 5 will stand down 
but may, if they choose, stand for re-election. 
There will therefore be an election to choose up to 8 directors. 
Any member of the Bridge Collective is eligible to stand for 
election, provided a nomination form with two seconders has 
been delivered to the Bridge Office by 10am on Wednesday 3rd 
June 2009. 
If you wish to consider nominating yourself, you should read the 
notes above about the role and responsibilities of Directors. You 
will be making a commitment to attend Directors’ meetings and 
take an active role in the company.  
Every nomination needs to be signed by two seconders who are 
Members of the Bridge Collective. You should only second 
someone who you believe will do the job well and wish to have 
as a director, and you should not second more than 8 people 
(the maximum number you can vote for). 
Your nomination will include a statement about why you want to 
be a director. The list of candidates and their statements will be 
published in the July issue of the Bridge Collective newsletter. 
At the AGM on Thursday 17th Sept 1-3pm voting papers will be 
available for members present and additional papers for those 
who are acting as proxies. Each member can vote for up to 8 
candidates. The 8 candidates with most votes will be elected. In 
the event of ties, a second round of voting will be held. If no 
more than 8 candidates are nominated, all will automatically be 
elected. 
 
Please find enclosed as a separate sheet in this newsletter: 
Nomination For Directorship form.  
Forms are also available on request from the office. 
 
With thanks 
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‘Bridge Collective – the Future’ 
Session 2 – 4th March, 2009 

 

(1) Objective of Session 
 
 To gain clarity on roles and responsibilities 
 To develop a shared understanding of the decision-making 

process 
 To explain different decision-making styles 
 To benefit from valuing differences in opinion 
 
(2) First exercise: 
 
Working in pairs or 3’s pick two of the following roles and answer the 
following task: 
 
Discuss / write downwards 3 things that makes someone good in that 
role. 
 
Roles to choose from: Director, member, paid contributor, paid 
member of staff, attendee, group organiser, keyholder, volunteer, 
(later added: Company Secretary and supporter) 
 
3. Discussion around who’s involved in decision-making 
 

THE 
COLLECTIVE 
 

USERS 
 

MEMBERS 
 

Directors 
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Directors is a title (legal responsibility that is necessary for the 
company) 
Members make decisions for the collective 
Meetings open to members and users 
 
Group were advised that their current process for minute taking was 
sufficient in legal terms. All decisions should be recorded in a minute 
book or file. Everyone to be aware that copy of minutes should not be 
removed.  
 
4. Discussion around process of decision-making and meetings: 

 
Consider a meeting like a see-saw 
 
 
             Emotions                                                                   
positive and negative                                                       Tasks 
 
 
 
 
Too task focused and meetings will be ‘boring’ 
 
Too much emotion and the tasks aren’t completed 
 
It’s about managing a balance so that it becomes an enjoyable process, 
people want to participate and tasks are completed.  
 
Avoid being in two trenches and arguing one view….. 
 
What are the pros and cons for a decision 
Evaluate 
 
A sub-group would do the work and then bring the work to the 
meeting for discussion and a decision.  
 
Query raised about whether everyone agrees on underlying ‘ideology’ 
and therefore this might not be straightforward or achievable.  
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Agreed Actions from this session: 
 
1) To run a session on responsibilities of key roles (members, staff, 
directors etc) on Tuesday 24th March. Session to be led by Lorna 
Turner, CEU 
 
2) Unpack issue around ‘ideology’ / vision / values – this needs to be 
picked up as part of overall project on Bridge Collective, the Future. 
LT to raise at meeting after questionnaire analysis.  
 
3) To run a session on how to chair a meeting and how to run meetings 
effectively – to cover how to communicate effectively, techniques for 
when things aren’t going so well. Session to be led by Steve Angove, 
CEU in June. Steve to attend Directors Open meeting 20th May as ‘fly 
on the wall’.  
 
Also noted: Issue around how to criticise constructively needs to be 
covered.  
 

Next session:  
 

C.E.U. Presentation of 
 Bridge ways of working for the future: 

Thursday 30th April  
9.30 - 12.30 

 
All Welcome!!!! 

 
 
 
 

CEU in June. (Date TBC) Session to be led by Steve,  
a session on how to chair a meeting and how to run meetings 

effectively…. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND EQUALITY WORSHOP AT THE 

BRIDGE COLLECTIVE 
Aims and Objectives  

The proposal is to provide tailor made Workshop sessions for 
members of the Bridge Collective on human rights and Equality 
Issues. This is a very creative and interactive method of training 
where the participants are trained in a way that is creative, 
interactive and fun manner in a stimulating environment that 
embeds good practice and promotes the participants to recognise 
their own responsibilities of promoting more awareness within their 
working lives and their everyday lives. 

BENEFITS  

 A  greater understanding of Human Rights   
 A greater understanding of Equality issues.  

Description of Work 

Introduction to Human Rights 

This will involve ; 

 Human Rights Poster – Discussion 

 What Human Rights are 

 Definitions of Human Rights  

 A Human Being is part of the whole world   

 Interactive Human Rights Activity  

Equality Issues 

 All different but equal 

 The Legal Framework 

 Different forms of discrimination. 

 Disability and Discrimination 

 Where to go for Help   

For more Information: Fiona Gaffa 

Tel: 07881492572 
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MEDICATION YOUR VIEWS 
 
WHAT DOES PUTTING RECOVERY AT THE HEART.. 
OF EVERYTHING MEAN TO YOU WHEN IT COMES.. 
TO YOUR MEDICATION? 

 
WE ARE DOING A PROJECT TO GATHER THE.. 
VIEWS AND EXPERIENCES OF PEOPLE WHO.. 
TAKE MEDICATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH.. 
REASONS. 

 
WE WILL THEN USE THIS INFORMATION TO.. 
DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR MENTAL HEALTH.. 
WORKERS, TO USE WHEN PRESCRIBING AND.. 
SUPPORTING PEOPLE WHO TAKE MEDICATION. 

 
THOSE WHO TAKE PART IN AN INTERVIEW OR A 

FOCUS GROUP WILL RECEIVE PAYMENT OF  
£5.73 PER HOUR 

 
THE INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE AT THE 

BRIDGE COLLECTIVE ON  
THURSDAY 16TH APRIL 10AM – 2PM 

 
 
For any further information please contact: 
Elina Baker: Phone O1392 403474 / 07976671343  
or Email elina.baker@nhs.net  
Louise Bovingdon: Phone 01392 403170  
or Email Mazuriel@hotmail.co.uk   
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Counterpoint 
Signposts to lands interior 
Where voices straggle like a piece 
in counterpoint, to the surface 
symptoms: 
the loud and angry brass band; 
 
The choral voices, an accompaniment  
to September’s light and shade:  
harmonies, discords, 
the whole ensemble of symphonic 
patterns. 
The conductor on the bus, would like 
discordant sounds, would want to 
redevelop, add in perfect cadence into 
the music on my Walkman, 

 
Mad and polite, reflects back 
A need to collect as many points of 
reference: minims, codas 
Diminuendos, of, as you do, 
 
I’d like to revise a lot of the music get the 
whole piece reharmonised as the bus 
pulls into the station  
I step down into my old home town. 
 
I disconnect my Walkman, reflect back 
as the silence resounds: I wish it could!!! 
 
 

Chosen by Anne author Unknown

 
Clare Coutts gave her resignation as paid worker for personal reasons almost 6 months ago 
now, She has been, part of the Bridge and its formation for many, many, years. Being one of 
the original Joan of Arc founders she has given a lot, of hard graft, of heart and of spirit. 

Although Clare is still a valued member and director of the Bridge there is a powerful sense of 
loss that maybe remains unrecognised……  

 A couple of weeks ago one quiet Thursday morning, conversation with a inexplicable depth of 
feeling came up around you Clare, as if you’d heard the call you appeared later that day, we 
were glad to see you, but I didn’t tell you the thoughts and feelings that had been shared that 
morning There has been others………but on this particular morning I had had pen to paper.   

“Clare could hold things together and made it her business to be with us” 
 

“I miss her input” 
 

“She put things in perspective for us” 
 

I’m looking at this and I’m thinking what a pressure…. to live up to these comments whenever 
next you might come.… but I hope it isn’t that, my opinion is this … you are a woman and 
you do this …even without doing anything, in the words that you impart and even in your 
silence, there is  a sense of giving received from you and this is for me simply what is so easy to 
appreciate about you. 

May this be a simple reminder to you that you that you are held very dear at the Bridge 
Collective and  let you know also that Kind thoughts of you come with you on your present 
journey where ever you may be. x 
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Social Anxiety 

Social anxiety is a term used to describe the fear, 
nervousness, and apprehension someone experiences 
during interactions and relationships with other people. 
Almost everyone experiences a low degree of social 
anxiety e.g. speaking to an audience of people. In some 
people though these social fears reach level where they 
limit a person's quality of life and well being. You may also 
hear of social anxiety as being referred to as social phobia 
or shyness. 
 
Social anxiety becomes a problem for some people if they 
experience a high level of anxiety in necessary everyday 
social encounters. For these people, feeling at ease with 
other people can be very difficult and the anxiety can 
hinder almost every aspect of their life. These people can 
experience difficulties forming relationships, making 
friends, finding a job or anything else that involves 
interactions with others. Because these social fears make 
it difficult to fulfill important social needs they can lead to 
social isolation and strong feelings of loneliness, low self-
esteem and often depression. 
 
If you are unsure if you experience social anxiety here are 
some of the signs: 
 Constant worrying about what others think of you.  
 Finding that your mind goes blank when you try to   

speak to other people.  
 Looking back over social situations and dwelling on 

things you think you did wrong, and then feeling 
anxious or embarrassed about them.  

 Fears about opening up to people and  
 expressing your true self to them.  
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 Finding it uncomfortable to make eye-contact with 
people.  

 Constantly thinking that others find you boring  
 or annoying to be around.  
 Acute embarrassment about being the center of 

attention.  
 Avoiding social situations and people in general.  
 Trembling, blushing, or sweating in social situations 

and fears about people noticing these reactions.  
 Difficulties with speaking to people in positions of 

authority.  
 Feeling very self-conscious about eating or writing 

in front of other people.  
 

Some studies indicate that as much as 4% of the 
population experiences social anxiety. Many of these 
people do not understand why they find socialising so 
difficult. It is common for people who are socially anxious 
to think that they are the only person who feels this way 
and who has these social difficulties. Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy (CBT) can help change the thinking and behaviour 
patterns that maintain and increase social anxiety. Social 
Anxiety Self Help Groups cannot provide therapy but can 
point out CBT related books that can help. Key to CBT is 
changing beliefs, habitual thoughts and safety behaviours 
to more positive alternatives.  
 
Neil. 
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The Anti-Psychotic Myth Exposed* -  Adam James** (April, 2008) *** 
 

Anti-psychotics are not effective long-term, shrink the brain and 
almost triple the risk of dying, a London NHS psychiatrist and 
academic has written in a new book. Isn't it about time for a deep 
examination of the validity of such drugs?  
 
Christian was slouched in a chair in Bradford psychiatric unit. He 
was, seemingly, only half-conscious, half alive. He could hardly 
speak, let alone raise his head.  
Christian had been diagnosed with schizophrenia. Two days before, 
in a haze of paranoia, he had punched a colleague of mine at a day 
centre. So Christian was sectioned and medicated heavily with 
neuroleptics. Most, on seeing Christian would have described him as 
being so whacked out he was a dribbling wreck. Treatment-advisory 
body, the National Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) 
would say the neuroleptics had successfully “calmed” Christian, in 
preparation for treating the “underlying psychiatric condition”. 
 
Neuroleptics – such as Clozapine, Olanzapine, Risperidone and 
Seroquel – are the “primary treatment” for psychosis, particularly 
schizophrenia. Indeed, 98 - 100% of people diagnosed with 
schizophrenia inside our psychiatric units – and 90% living in the 
community – are on neuroleptics, also called anti-psychotics. “There 
is well established evidence for the efficacy of anti-psychotic drugs”, 
NICE told mental health professionals in its guidelines for the 
treatment of schizophrenia. 
 
NICE claims a similar efficacy for the widely-prescribed SSRI anti-
depressants in treating depression. Some researchers disagree. A 
recent widely-publicised meta-analysis asserted that SSRIs are no 
more clinically beneficial than placebo for mild and moderate 
depression. London NHS psychiatrist Joanna Moncrieff is one such 
dissenting researcher. But she has conducted a far wider 
examination of psychiatric drugs, and has endeavoured to expose 
the “myth” of anti-psychotics. She claims there is no sufficient 
evidence to support their long-term use and they cause brain 
damage, a fact which is being "fatally” overlooked. Plus, because of 
a cocktail of vicious side-effects, anti-psychotics almost triple a 
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person’s risk of dying prematurely. Moncrieff, also a senior lecturer 
at University College London, particularly strikes out at her own 
profession, psychiatry, claiming it is ignoring the negative evidence 
for anti-psychotics. In her book, The Myth of The Chemical Cure, 
Moncrieff argues the increasing prescribing of these drugs is 
unleashing an epidemic of drug-induced problems. She argues, 
effectively, that psychiatry is guilty of gross scientific misconduct. 
 
Having scrutinised decades of clinical trials, Moncrieff's first point is 
that once variables such as placebo and drug withdrawal effects are 
accounted for, there is no concrete evidence for anti-psychotic long-
term effectiveness. Moncrieff’s interpretation of the relevant meta-
analyses and trials is radically different than NICE which arrived at 
an opposite conclusion for antipsychotic effectiveness. 
 
At the heart of dissent against psychiatry through the ages has been 
its use of drugs, particularly anti-psychotics, to treat distress. Do 
such drugs actually target any “psychiatric condition”. Or are they 
chemical control, a socially-useful reduction of the paranoid, 
deluded, distressed, bizarre and odd into semi-vegetative zombies? 
Historically, whatever dissenters thought has been largely ignored. 
So, it appears, have new studies which indicate anti-psychotics are 
not effective long-term. For example, a US study last year in the 
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease reported that people 
diagnosed with schizophrenia and not taking anti-psychotics are 
more likely to recover than those on the drugs. The study was on 
145 patients, and researchers reported that, after 15 years, 65% of 
patients on anti-psychotics were psychotic, whereas only 28% of 
those not on medication were psychotic. An intriguing finding, 
surely? So what about the mainstream media headlines of 
“breakthrough in schizophrenia treatment”? Afterall, broadsheets 
react positively to the plethora of alleged genetic "breakthroughs" in 
schizophrenia, even when it comes to genetically-engineered 
schizophrenic mice. But there wasn't a squeak. 
 
Interestingly, the researchers of the Journal of Nervous and Mental 
Disease paper hypothesised that it was patients with "inner 
strength”, “better self esteem” and “inner resources” who were more 
likely to recover long-term without neuroleptics. However, not one 
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peer-reviewed study examining the necessary individual 
characteristics and support networks to live through psychosis 
without drugs has, in the last 48 years, appeared in The British 
Journal of Psychiatry, the publication that each month drops through 
the letter box of every psychiatrist in the land. 
The “psychological factors” of, for example, inner strength, are, 
perhaps more the terrain for clinical psychologists. Such as Rufus 
May who was compulsory treated with anti-psychotics when 
diagnosed with schizophrenia as an 18 year-old.  
May argues withdrawal effects of anti-psychotics often get wrongly 
interpreted as “relapse”. So, he has launched a website advising 
people how safely to come off psychiatric drugs. Many patients, like 
May (who perhaps had the required "inner strength”), have 
successfully come off anti-psychotics and gone on to recover. The 
irony is that they frequently have had to do it behind the backs of 
their psychiatrists, who fear relapse.  
 
Moncrieff’s second point is that the psychiatric establishment, 
underpinned by the pharmaceutical industry, has glossed over 
studies showing that anti-psychotics cause extensive damage, the 
most startling being permanent brain atrophy (brain shrinkage) and 
tardive dyskinesia. As in other neurological conditions patients suffer 
involuntary, repetitive movements, mental impairment, memory loss 
and behaviour changes. Brain scans show that anti-psychotics 
cause atrophy within a year, alerts Moncrieff. She accuses her 
colleagues of risking creating an “epidemic of iatrogenic brain 
damage”. Moncrieff is a hard-nosed scientist, so she is respectfully 
reserved. But her carefully-chosen words are still alarming. "It is as if 
the psychiatric community can not bear to acknowledge its own 
published findings,” she writes. How worrying it is, also, that the 
Healthcare Commission should report last year that almost 40% of 
people with psychosis are on levels of anti-psychotics exceeding 
recommended limits. Such levels cause heart attacks. Indeed, the 
National Patient Safety Agency claims heart failure from anti-
psychotics is a likely cause for some of the 40 average annual 
“unexplained” deaths of patients on British mental health wards. 
Other effects of anti-psychotics include massive weight gain 
(metabolic impairment) and increased risk of diabetes. Two years 
ago, The British Journal of Psychiatry - Britain’s most respected 
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psychiatry journal - published a study reporting that people on anti-
psychotics were 2.5 times likely to die prematurely. The researchers 
warned there was an “urgent need” to investigate whether this was 
due to anti-psychotics. But so engrained is the medication culture in 
mental health that many psychiatrists regard that not medicating 
early with anti-psychotics amounts to negligence, Moncrieff notes. 
 
Moncrieff does acknowledge there is evidence for the short-term 
effectiveness of anti-psychotics. But again, Moncrieff asks psychiatry 
to be honest. Moncrieff points out that when anti-psychotics, such as 
chlorpromazine, were first used in the fifties they were called “major 
tranquillisers.” Why? Because that’s an accurate description of their 
effect, particularly short term. They sedate, numb, or tranquillise, the 
emotions, so reducing the anxiety of paranoia and delusions. Any 
person on anti-psychotics would verify this (Go to askapatient.com). 
So, in this respect, they are effective. Nowadays, however, these 
drugs are referred to as “anti-psychotics”. For Moncrieff, this is a 
wheeze because there’s no evidence that anti-psychotics act directly 
on the “symptoms” – paranoia, delusions, halluc-inations – of those 
diagnosed with psychosis. There’s nothing anti-psychotic about anti-
psychotics.  
 
Embedded in Moncrieff’s thesis is that, unlike other medical 
conditions, there is no evidence that psychiatric illnesses, including 
schizophrenia, are caused by physical abnormalities. As clinical 
psychologist Mary Boyle penned it, schizophrenia is a "scientific 
delusion” which drugs can never cure.  What are the alternatives? 
Moncrieff - like her fellow psychiatrists in a group called the Critical 
Psychiatry Network - asks services to look seriously at non-drug 
approaches, such as the Soteria Network in America. She believes 
psychiatrists such as herself should no longer have unparalleled 
powers to forcibly detain and treat patients with anti-psychotics. 
Instead, they should be “pharmaceutical advisers” engaging in 
“democratic drug treatment” with patients. Psychiatrists should be 
involved in “shared decision-making” with patients, and would have 
to go to civil courts to argue their case for compulsory treatment. 
"Psychiatry would be a more modest enterprise” writes Moncrieff, “no 
longer claiming to be able to alter the underlying course of 
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psychological disturbance, but thereby avoiding some of the damage 
associated with the untrammeled use of imaginary chemical cures.”  
Mental health policy is, it appears, swinging away from a reliance on 
anti-depressants. Surely a deep re-examination of the true validity of 
anti-psychotics is also due? 
 
* A previous version of this article was published at Guardian 
Unlimited 
**Adam James is editor of psychminded.co.uk  (*** permission 
given) 

 
 

 Cats and Dogs! 
 
I have found the national 'Time to Change'  
campaign, a government initiative to tackle  
discrimination around mental health issues,  
quite interesting.  It focuses on the benefits  
of a good diet and exercise as being beneficial  
for anyone and everyone.   Exercise especially 
has proven benefits in relieving depression and  
is proving more effective than nicotine patches,  
for instance, in alleviating tobacco cravings for  
those attempting to give up smoking. 
  
Others may be interested in reading about the campaign or joining in regional 
activities.    
To find out more, just log onto: www.Time to Change.com 
  
Also, it would be great to hear from anyone who has pets; send in articles and 
pictures and lets hear about your experiences and the joys and perils of life 
with your companion animals.   Sooty has sent in pictures of himself for just 
this purpose and we are working on ways of getting them copied! 
  

Sooty. 
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Cognitive behavioural therapy - no more than another 
Labour quick fix? (October 9, 2008) (from 
www.psychminded.co.uk with permission). 
 

The government has started recruiting thousands of more 
cognitive behavioural therapy-trained therapists in a bid to 
"cure" 450,000 people with depression and  
anxiety in England and Wales. But cognitive behavioural 
therapy is based on a desperate simplification of what lies at 
the heart of distress, argues Dorothy Rowe* 

 

In mental distress the real problem always arises from some 
kind of threat or insult to the sense of being a person. This can 
be hard to uncover, and difficult to ameliorate. It is never 
amenable to a quick fix. New Labour has always favoured the 
quick fix. Children can’t read and write? Set a national 
curriculum and test them. Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 
aureus (MRSA) a problem in hospitals? Deep-clean them. The 
fact that weighing piglets doesn’t fatten them, and that it’s 
people, not walls and floors, that pass on infections is 
irrelevant.  

 

The next problem was that people who are depressed are 
unlikely to be good workers. Anti-depressants are expensive 
and inefficient, so let’s use the simplest of all the therapies, 
train people quickly and cheaply as therapists, and get these 
depressed people back to work.  
If only life were that simple! Many experienced CBT (cognitive 
behavioural therapy) therapists have found that it isn’t. About 
ten years ago, they discovered that they needed to take into 
account how the client saw the therapist, something that 
Freud had called it ‘counter-transference’. Next, some CBT 
therapists concluded that doing prescribed homework wasn’t 
enough to change those pesky dysfunctional cognitions. 
What was needed was mindfulness, something that the 
Buddha mentioned. Now what’s important is compassion, 
something that features in all religions. Although it’s possible 
now to do a Master’s degree in mindfulness, and to write 
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academic papers on compassion, it’s not easy to put 
mindfulness and compassion into a CBT formulation.  
 

Mindfulness is concerned with how we experience our 
individual existence. I try to write about this, but I always find 
that there’s a dearth of words in English to describe these 
powerful experiences. Compassion concerns those other 
powerful experiences when, in some extraordinary way, we’re 
able to make a connection with another person, even 
though each of us is trapped in our own world of meaning. 
Again, our language lacks the words with which to talk about 
these experiences. 
  

All my work has been concerned with how we experience our 
sense of existence and our connections to other people, and 
how we make sense of our world. My first article on this was 
published in 1971, and I’m still writing about it because I can 
never come to the end of understanding what it is to be a 
human being. I continually see something new, or something 
that I’ve seen before, but now from a different angle. No one 
can ever be a trained therapist. You can acquire a certain 
amount of experience with which you might be let loose to 
engage in a conversation with a trouble person, but you 
never come to the end of discovering what you need to 
know. 
 

CBT is a dishonest therapy in that it fails to acknowledge the 
basis on which it has been built. The use of the categories as 
set out in the DSM in the curriculum of the IAPT (Improving 
Access to Psychological Therapies) implies that the 
dysfunctional cognitions in depression are caused by that 
disorder. Many CBT therapists don’t acknowledge, or perhaps 
don’t know, that CBT is actually based on the proposition that 
what determines our behaviour isn’t what happens to us, but 
how we interpret what happens to us. This proposition has a 
secure base in what neuroscientists have discovered about 
how our brain operates. Neuropsychologist Chris Frith wrote, 
"Even if all our senses are intact and our brain is functioning 
normally, we do not have direct access to the real world. It 
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may feel as if we have direct access, but this is an illusion 
created by our brain." He also wrote, "Another of the many 
illusions which my brain creates is my sense of self. I 
experience myself as an island of stability in an ever-changing 
world." [i] What we experience isn’t the real world but the 
guesses which our brain has constructed about the world, 
using the interpretations of our past experience which our 
brain has stored. Since no two people ever have exactly the 
same experience, no two people ever see anything in exactly 
the same way. Our constant stream of interpretations in the 
form of thoughts, feelings or images develops a kind of 
whirlpool, which we call our self or our sense of being a 
person. Whirlpools aren’t stable. Our self, the most important 
part of our existence, is made up of guesses that can be 
proved wrong by events. When this happens, we feel that our 
sense of being a person will vanish like a wisp of smoke in the 
wind, and we are terrified. We create all kinds of defences to 
prevent our self being annihilated. Some of these defences 
are what CBT therapists call dysfunctional cognitions.  
 

When I was training as an educational psychologist in 1961, 
one of my teachers, Bess Kemp, told me the one thing that is 
always found in therapy. She said, "the presenting problem is 
never the real problem." In mental distress the real problem 
always arises from some kind of threat or insult to the sense of 
being a person. This can be hard to uncover, and difficult to 
ameliorate. It is never amenable to a quick fix. 
 

Ref: [i] ‘Making Up the Mind’ Blackwell Publishing, Oxford, 2007, p.40, 
p.169. 
 

* Dorothy Rowe is a clinical psychologist and author of 15 books, 
including ‘Depression: The Way Out of Your Prison and Beyond Fear‘. 
Her latest book, ‘What Should I Believe‘? considers beliefs about 
death. Dr Rowe is Emeritus Associate of the Royal College of 
Psychiatrists. 
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HEADROOM  A core group of diverse community artists united to 

establish Headroom, a social enterprise which seeks to explore solutions to issues 
of stress and mental health via the creation of a unique product – the Headroom 
Pod. 

Initiated as an arts project, Headroom's transformation to a social enterprise which 
aims to provide an affordable and accessible product to all members of the 
community, was greatly assisted by an award of funding from UnLtd, a leading 
charity which supports the energy and passion of social entrepreneurs. Headroom is 
currently in the process of applying for further funding from this source. 

The Pod has grown from a shared vision to create an aesthetically pleasing 
structure, which would act simultaneously to engage and activate an individual's 
senses and perceptions, alongside releasing that person into a 'safe space' where 
well being, relaxation and time alone may be cultivated and enriched.  A Pod is a 3-
dimensional 'den-like' sculpture built from natural and sustainable materials, and 
consisting of an interior soundscape whereby an individual within the Pod may 
disengage from the world outside and become immersed in a complete and 
interactive composition of sound. 

Headroom is working at present to incorporate biofeedback techniques within the 
Pod by using respiratory sensors which will affect the sounds heard and create a 
soundscape unique to each individual user. Biofeedback seeks awareness of how 
certain body parts (eg breathing) are functioning with the aim of learning to control 
the underlying process. So, the sounds that a user will hear will be a direct response 
to information received from their body.  

Having introduced and exhibited the Pod at various public installations to date, we 
are delighted by the concerted positive response which we have received, and the 
feedback from venues such as the Bridge Collective has been invaluable.  Over the 
coming months we aim to showcase our product at a line up of festivals which have 
a focus on the environment, holistic medicine and the arts, alongside further 
workshops and short term installations.   

At present we have a Pod installation at The Bargehouse in London, and previously 
Exeter Castle, as part of the exhibition, Transition, which is showcasing selected 
artists from London and the Southwest. 

Headroom is confident, passionate about, and commited to it's product – the 
Headroom Pod. As a social enterprise  we aim to lay the foundations for a reliable 
and well-established business whose vision is one of sustainability, solidity and 
longevity.  

Emma early (emmaearly@hotmail.co.uk) 
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It’s cold and grey at Escot today, 
The leaves have fallen from the trees and 

Everything is quite bare. 
 

I’m looking forward to the spring, 
When buds start to appear and there is greenery 

And a new life coming back again. 
 

When summer comes and flowers are out 
It’s great to see the green leaves on the trees 

And hear the birds call. 
 

In autumn I love to kick the leaves 
When they have fallen from the trees 

And see the acorns and chestnuts on the ground 
 

In winter, when it’s cold, 
I love to sit by the fire and see the light show through 

the trees 
And look forward to a new year ahead. 

 
Ceri 
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A visit to a tree 
 

On a cold, wet, windy January day I took a bus along winding lanes 
up Haldon Hill to the village of Kenn. The bus stopped beside the 
village church and I walked a few yards to the destination of my 
journey – an ancient yew tree that I’d heard about but never visited 
before. 
Under a spreading dark green dome seven main stems in a circle 
about forty feet around enclose a hollow centre that is easy to climb 
into, big enough to hold many people. The gnarled and ancient 
boughs bristle with tiny new green shoots each exactly like the fresh 
seedling that the tree must have been when it began its life long 
before the weathered blocks of red stone were quarried and shaped to 
build the church. Among them you can see the decayed remains of 
other limbs that have died and fallen or been cut away. 
Yew trees rarely grow a single straight trunk. Many branches grow 
from near the base, and in time the centre decays and becomes 
hollow. Often much of the outer ring of the tree can die too, but yew 
wood is so resistant to decay that even if most of the tree has gone a 
small part can remain healthy and in time grow to a big tree again. In 
that way old yew trees can expand, contract, and expand again and 
no-one can tell how old they are. 
Although it’s hard to tell the age of a tree once its original heartwood 
has gone, it seems that yew trees can easily live over 1000 years and 
the oldest may be up to 2000 years old or maybe even much more. 
That means they are the oldest living things on this island, and this 
tree at Kenn is one of the oldest of them all. 
The leaves and wood of yew are very poisonous to humans and to 
some animals. In the nineteenth century it is recorded that children 
died after being given yew leaves as a remedy for worms. I don’t 
know whether the worms died too. Human poisonings are rare but 
livestock are often killed by eating yew branches, although it was 
once the practice to put small amounts in their fodder to give them 
resistance to the poison. Many wild animals including deer browse 
regularly on yew. Some of the toxic chemicals in yew have been used 
successfully in medicine for the treatment of cancer. 
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Yew trees are either male or female (the old tree at Kenn is male). 
Female trees produce large numbers of red berries. The red flesh of 
the berries is the only part of the tree that is not poisonous; the seed 
inside is toxic, but much less so than the leaves. A red dye can be 
made from the berries, and a rich brown one from chips of the wood. 
Yew wood is very strong and very durable. Large yew timbers are 
hard to find and to work, but small branch wood was bent into the 
curved bow backs of chairs, and most famously into bows for 
archery. The oldest known wooden implement is a yew-wood spear 
made a quarter of a million years ago by someone who lived near 
Clacton in Essex. At that time Essex and what is now the North Sea 
was a land of mixed forest and grassland inhabited by rhinoceroses, 
elephants and wild horses as well as our own woodworking 
ancestors. 
Evergreen through the winter, and with dense foliage, yew provides 
a heavy shade and good shelter from wind and rain. I sat out a small 
hail-storm inside the Kenn yew tree (the name Haldon means “Hail 
Hill”). As evening fell and I left to catch the bus home, birds were 
settling to roost in the branches above me. 
Maybe because it is poisonous to livestock, yew is unusual in open 
country. Old trees are most often found in churchyards. Natural 
woodland dominated by yew is rare, though it must once have been 
more common. There are a few ancient yew-woods on the chalk 
downs in southern England. I have visited one at Kingley Vale near 
Chichester in Sussex. The trees there are not as old as the Kenn yew 
but some of them are 1000 years old and to see so many growing 
together in fantastic shapes in deep dark wild woodland is an 
experience worth travelling as far as Sussex for , even if you had to 
walk all the way (luckily I got a lift). 
Growing in graveyards, sometimes oozing red sap like tears of blood, 
poisonous, furnishing wood for deadly weapons, evergreen, self  
rejuvenating, medicinal, immensely long lived, more durable than 
iron, shelter-giving:  yew can be associated with death and life, age 
and freshness, hostility and sanctuary, time and timelessness; a tree 
that seems able to encompass everything. 
I had three and a half hours at Kenn between buses so after my first  
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visit to the tree and a look in the church I followed a footpath out of 
the churchyard into a soft, gently hilly country of red earth and green 
pasture, hedges and copses, new lambs, rooks and buzzards. Then 
after another visit to the tree I crossed the road to a quiet and 
comfortable pub where I sat in an armchair by a warm fire and drank 
tea; then a last visit to the tree and it was time to lean on the gate by 
the bus stop and watch the night fall and the stars appear. 
I shall be going there again, and if you’d like to join me you’ll be very 
welcome. 
 

Andrew 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

drawing by Harry Fenn. 
 

Collective  
 
A piece of me is engaged in the battle and refuses to be 
crushed. 
A bit of me cries and says ‘it’s not fair’. 
A portion of me looks down from the ‘higher’ moral 
ground and says ‘I’ve got it right’. 
A peace of me has compassion for the uncontainable pain. 
A fragment of me just wants to be left alone. 
A breadth of me wants us all to feel loved. 
And a depth of me thinks that what we are doing is 
changing the world. 
 
Anon 
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On the line: 
I’m not crazy, I’ve just been in a bad mood for 30 years. 
Allow me to introduce my selves. 
Honesty is the best policy, but insanity is a better defense. 
The voices in my head may not be real, but they have some pretty good ideas. 
When I say I’m telekinetic somehow everyone moves away. 
Don’t trust reality - it’s only a collective hunch. 
Of all the things I’ve lost, I miss my mind the most. 
I have not begun to procrastinate. 
Before they invented drawing boards, what did they go back to? 
If you steal a clean sheet, does it go on your record? 
If today is the first day of the rest of our lives, what was yesterday? 
Only a lack of imagination saves me from immobilizing myself with imaginary        
fears. 
I have this nagging fear that everyone is out to make me paranoid. 
Paranoid schizophrenic: are you staring at us? 
I’d like to have more self-esteem, but I don’t deserve it. 
I demand compromise! If that’s something you can live with. 
I thought I was wrong once but it turned out I was mistaken. 
I don’t think, therefore I am not. 
I’m a nobody, nobody is perfect, therefore I’m perfect. 
I’ve got to sit down in order to work out where I stand. 
Life: the brief interlude between nothing and eternity. 
I doubt, therefore I might be. 
You can only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough. 
I don’t have a solution, but I do admire the problem. 
I used to think I was insane, now I’m sure of it - I think? 
If ignorance is bliss, why aren’t more people happy? 
What if there were no hypothetical questions? 
They are only trying to make me LOOK paranoid! 
Oh Lord, give me patience, and GIVE IT TO ME NOW! 
Don’t believe everything you think. 
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The search for 
happiness 

is more important 
than the need for 

pain. 
 

Paulo Coelho 

Emotions are Wild 
horses 

It is not explanations 
that carry us forward 
but our will to go on. 

 
Paulo Coelho 

 

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a footstep. 
Lao Tzu : Chinese philosopher & mystic, founder of Taoism 

Lao Tzu (c.604 - 531 B.C.) 
Source: Tao Te Ching no.64 

“Occasionally in life there are those moments of 
unutterable fulfillment which cannot be completely 
explained by those symbols called words. Their meanings 
can only be articulated by the inaudible language of the 
heart.” 
Martin Luther King, Jr : American civil rights leader, clergyman, 

youngest recipient of Nobel Peace Prize in 1964 
Martin Luther King Jr (1929 - 1968) 

 

“Even if I knew 

that 

tomorrow the 

world would 

go to pieces, I 

would still 

plant my apple 

tree." 

Martin Luther King 
Jr. (1929 - 1968) 

I think in this moment, we all need to 
be our own bridges or the bridges 
we’ve been looking for. We are the 
point of connection and we need to see 
ourselves as that. Once we do “feel” 
ourselves as the bridge, then the 
separation will disappear. Easier said 
than done! 

 Sherry B 
(EvolutionInConsciousness.blogspot.com) 

March 2, 2009 at 4:39 pm 
Paulo Coelho’s Blog «The bow, the arrow 

and the target Your Space in my Blog: 
6th of March 2009 »  

Association of the Week: The Bridge  
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We All Need A Tree 
 

I hired a plumber to help me restore an old farmhouse; after he had 
just finished a rough first day on the job a flat tyre made him lose an 
hour of work; his electric drill quit and his ancient one ton truck 
refused to start.  While I drove him home, he sat in stony silence.  
On arriving, he invited me in to meet his family.  As we walked 
towards the front door, he paused briefly at a small tree, touching the 
tips of the branches with both hands.  When he opened the door he 
underwent an amazing transformation.  His face was wreathed in 
smiles; he hugged his two children and gave his wife a kiss.  
Afterwards he walked me to my car.  We passed the tree.  My 
curiosity got the better of me.  I asked him about what I had seen 
earlier.  “Oh, that’s my trouble tree”, he replied “I know I can’t help 
having troubles on my job, but one things for sure, those troubles 
don’t belong in the house with my wife and children.  So I just hang 
them up on the tree every night when I come home.  I come home 
and ask God or the tree to take care of them!  Then in the morning I 
pick them up again.  Funny thing is,” he smiled “When I come out in 
the morning to pick them up, there aren’t nearly as many as I 
remember hanging up the night before”.  

 
                                        Have a great day!! 
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Mike’s Book Recommendations: 
I remember last year, having a fascinating journey into the 
world of authors and writings with Mike. 
I think books have been for me sometimes as saviors… and I 
think maybe Mike might agree in that the right books are even 
if not saviours , valued  as  unique and treasured friends.  
 
In response our conversation I asked Mike if he could kindly 
write a suggested reading list for the newsletter…and here it is. 
With ISBN numbers which the library, online or walk-in 
bookshops will all recognize if you choose to explore  

Author Title ISBN 
Louise Hay The power is within you 1-870845-10-2 
Louise Hay You can heal your Life 1-870845-01-3 
Gillian Butler & 
Tony Hope 

Manage your Mind 0-19-262383-4 

Chuck Spezzano Happiness is the best 
revenge 

0-9532366-0-9 

Steven Jones Peter 
Hayward & 
Dominic Lam 

Coping with Bi polar 
Disorder 

1-85168-299-6 

Dr Patrick 
Mckeon 

Coping with depression 
and elation 

0-85969-503-4 

Jan Scott Overcoming mood 
swings 

 1-84119-017-9 

Robert Holden Happiness now 0-340-71308-9 
Robert Holden Laughter is the best 

medicine 
0-7225-2827-2 

Frank Tallis How to stop worrying 0-85969-610-3 
Susan Jeffers Feel the fear and do it 

anyway 
0-09-974100-8 

Debbie Shapiro Your body speaks your 
mind 

07499-1595-0 

David Burns  The feeling good 
handbook 

0-452-26174-0 

Lynda Field The self esteem work 
book 

1-85230-645-9 
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Dennis 
Greenberger & 
Christine A. 
Padesky 

Mind over mood 0-89862-128-3 

Mary Ellen 
Copeland 

Living without 
Depression 

1-879237-74-1 

Amanda Geary The food and mood 
handbook 

0-00-711423-0 

Dr Paul Hauck How to stand up for 
yourself 

0-85969-335-X 

Jacqui Bishop and 
Mary Grunt 

How to forgive when 
you don’t know how 

0-88268-142-7 

Jane Duncan Choose your thoughts 
change life 

0-9531380-0-3 

 
Carl R Rogers A therapists view of 

psychotherapy 
0-09-460440-1 

Anne Katherine Boundaries where you 
end and I begin 

1-56838-030-5 

Eddie and Debbie 
Shapiro 

Meditation for inner 
peace 

0-7499-1417-3 

Jeremy Thomas 
and Tony Hughes 

You don’t have to be 
famous to have manic 
depression 

0-718-14968-8 

Cathy Hopkins 101 Short Cuts to 
Relaxation 

0-7475-3130-7 

Gael Lindenfield Managing Anger 0-7225-2715-2 
Paul Wilson Instant Calm 0-14-0244948 
Norman Vincent 
Peale 

The Power of Positive 
Thinking 

0-7493-0715-3 
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BIRCH CLUB 
Culture & Community 

 
A few things are needed to achieve a happy life, but 
often we are unable to find these things. We need 
food, shelter, companionship, a sense that we belong 
somewhere  and have a role to play. 
 
The Birch Club organises activities that we think may 
help to meet these needs, especially those of a cultural 
nature.  
On our Saxon Nights we get together to explore all things Anglo-Saxon. This 
could be Anglo-Saxon history, way of life, stories or beliefs. We might take it in turns to 
read short passages from different texts. Perhaps the Anglo-Saxon chronicle, or the poem 
Beowulf, the life of a christian king, or the exploits of the pagan gods. 

Waes thu hael! 

 

 
On our Persian Nights we cover the history and beliefs of 
the ancient Persians.  Cyrus the Great founded a great world 
empire renowned for its tolerance. Before him the philosopher 
Zoroaster meditated on the problems of life, and found answers 
still relevant today.  
 

We also have plans for Pot Luck Supper Nights.  These will be a bit 
different. The focus will be on Food - mainly Eating It. But first some of us have to get it 
and cook it. Final details, prices and venue still to be decided. 
 
The Cultural Nights are usually held twice a month on Wednesday evenings at 7.15pm at the 
Bridge premises. For dates email groups@hartsweb.co.uk  or speak to Marcus or Louise. 
 

THE BIRCH TREE 
A long time ago, when the glaciers of the last ice age withdrew to the far North, Birch was 
the first tree to heal the empty plains and valleys of barrenness. The ancient people called 
Birch ‘the Mother Tree’, because it gave birth to a new habitat for all the trees and plants 
which do not possess the same powers of endurance and pioneering spirit. A 17th century 
naturalist summed it up: the land where it will grow “cannot well be too barren; for it will 
thrive both in the dry, and the wet, sand and stony, marshes and bogs; the waterfalls, and 
uliginous parts of  forests that hardly bear any grass, do many times spontaneously 
produce it in abundance whether the place be high or low and nothing comes amiss to it.” 
Birch is able to establish a foothold on traumatised or inhospitable terrain and its roots are 
bringing up otherwise inaccessible nutrients. Birch is one of our most beautiful and 
graceful forest trees and there are few places, which are more calming, peaceful and 
uplifting than a Birch wood.  To the people of the North,  Birch represented the spirit 
of Frigga, the Great Mother Goddess, and it was said that nothing could be lucky without 
her presence. 
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Working together to train staff 
As some of you may know, there is a training programme for staff working 
for Devon Partnership Trust called In My Shoes that is run by people who 
have experienced mental health problems and also by some carers. 
 
This programme has successfully trained over two hundred staff and helped 
them to understand what it is like to be ill or to care for someone who is ill.  
Last September the training sessions were moved out into the community, 
to the new PHEW Centre in Exeter.  This has helped staff to understand 
what support is available and how to signpost people to community 
activities and groups. 
 
Recently, some work has been done to develop the In My Shoes training for 
specific groups of staff working with people with dementia, and to include 
other awareness issues in the training particularly around learning 
difficulties.  Just over a year ago the In My Shoes session was delivered to 
a group of DPT directors, and a second session has been requested for the 
remaining directors and senior managers in June. 
 
The In My Shoes programme is managed by Lyndy Pooley at Exeter CVS, 
and Lyndy is always happy to offer workshops for anyone who would like to 
improve their confidence to speak up.  We are being asked more and more 
to get involved and represent people at meetings and forums.  It is useful 
sometimes to have some training to do this to make sure we speak up 
effectively, and don’t feel intimidated. 
 
The new NHS Constitution which was published in January this year says 
that staff should aim to play their part in sustainably improving services “by 
working in partnership with patients, the public and communities”.  The In 
My Shoes programme is helping by getting staff to work with us all to gain a 
better understanding of our needs and how to help. 
 
Lyndy Pooley                                                                                                                          
 
Trainer and Curriculum Development Co-ordinator, Carer and Service User Involvement  
Wat Tyler House,  
King William Street, 
Exeter EX4 6PD,  
tel: (01392) 202055   
e-mail: lyndy.pooley@exetercvs.org.uk     
www.exetercvs.org.uk 
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Exeter Artspace provide an exciting working environment for 30 artists who rent 
individual or shared studio space, who have come together through a desire for 
workspace in the city centre. Members are encouraged to contribute to projects, 
take part in exhibitions and open studios. Exeter Artspace is now resident at 
Exeter Castle, Castle Street where there are 26 studio spaces with shared 
facilities and exhibition and events space in the eerie confinement and the 
extraordinary backdrop of the cells (formerly The Crown Courts). Current 
members work across painting, sculpture, Fine Art, Ceramics, photography and 
installation art. They  range from recent graduates, to professional arts 
practitioners and teachers. Exeter Artspace is a ‘not for profit’ Community 
Interest Company that exists for the benefit of our members and a wider network 
of visual artists and audiences in Exeter, Devon & beyond. 
 

Exeter Artspace provides practical, functional and affordable studios that are 
suited to a variety of visual arts practice. At Exeter Castle studio space is located 
on 1st floor, Ground Floor & Basement, some spaces are more suited to 
sculpture (ground floor) and others to painters (1st floor), studios are either 
totally self-contained or part of a sub-divided larger area. An average size studio 
is 150 sq ft while some are larger or slightly smaller – sharing a space is also 
possible. Studio shares and sub-lets alongside studio vacancies will be 
advertised. 
All the studios offer excellent light and useable wallspace, electric point and 24 
hour access. We provide shared facilities for kilns, kitchen, internet access, 
dialogue & collaboration is encouraged between artists and public. Artists are 
supported through the development of individual projects, group exhibitions and 
events. Exeter Artspace and Submit2gravity have collaborated for the exhibition 
'Transition' which brings together selected artists from the regions of London and 
the Southwest. Artists from both regions will be showing their work in the two 
unique venues of the Bargehouse (OXO Tower Wharf) and Exeter Castle. 
Exhibitions aim to awaken all the senses, with installations that incorporate 
acoustics triggered by movement, live performance, interactive sculptures, digital 
media, prints and paintings. 
 

For further information on exhibitions and for Studio allocation criteria and studio 
cost information, please contact Exeter Artspace: 
 
By Post: Exeter Artspace 
Exeter Castle, Castle Street, Exeter, EX4 3PU 
By Telephone: (01392) 213702                                                                                       
By Email: info@exeterartspace.co.uk 
Web: www.exeterartspace.co.uk 
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Wat Tyler House, King William Street, Exeter EX4 6PD 
Tel: 01392 201218  Fax: 01392 202054 

 
Email: charlotte.hubbard@exetercvs.org.uk 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

EXETER SERVICE USER PROJECT VISIT TO THE BRIDGE COLLECTIVE  
26 FEBRUARY 2009 
 

Charlotte Hubbard, Project Fieldworker met with 7 people  

Staff response (if available) in italics 
 

ISSUES RAISED 
 

Bridge Collective – two people raised concerns about how ongoing 
operational and staff issues at the Bridge could be taken forward and 
responded to effectively.  The purpose of the Directors meeting was 
mentioned as one route.  The two people questioned the effectiveness of 
this and talked about their negative experience of yesterday’s Directors 
meeting.  Charlotte explained that notes from these visits, which recorded 
the issues people raised, always went to the Director’s meetings.   
Charlotte had previously offered to assist in facilitating a separate 
meeting/meetings to help resolve the issue, but there was disagreement 
about how and if this should happen. 
 
One member of staff (not present) was criticised for their conduct by the 
two people.  Others present did not think it was appropriate to talk about 
people who weren’t there to respond for themselves.  One person 
sympathised with the frustration of trying to get clear responses to valid 
queries or concerns.  A second person stated that the issues raised by the 
first two people not only seemed to be dominating today’s discussion, and 
therefore making it difficult for others to take part, but also seemed to be 
generally overwhelming the work of the Bridge.  A third person wished to 
say they were very happy with the Bridge and had not experienced any of 
the issues of concern raised above.  They thought it was important to 
respect and value people as individuals and this was their experience of 
the Bridge.  They also felt it was important to both give and receive.  
 
A discussion then took place about what ‘Collective’ actually means for the 
Bridge.  Tensions between the collective approach and individual authority 
and responsibility were explored.   Some people present stated they felt 
uncomfortable about the challenging tone of the overall discussion and 
wished to focus on other topics. 
 
Information – Charlotte asked people if they knew about the Devon 
Partnership Trust’s new Central Access number, Tel: 01392 823172, which 
is for anyone wishing to access services.  It is available Monday – Friday, 
8.00 am – 6.00 pm and guarantees a response within one hour.  However, 

Exeter Mental Health 
Service User Project 

 
 
  

 Exeter Council for Voluntary Service 

A project to enable people in Exeter to have their 
say on mental health issues 
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if people are making general enquiries, need information or wish to give 
feedback then it’s best to ring PALS (Patient, Advice and Liaison Service) 
Tel: 0800 0730741. 
 
Involvement Services – Charlotte explained that her project will be 
changing from the 1 April.  In order to ensure that all areas of Devon and 
all Devon citizens have the same access to involvement services, current 
services will have to be spread more thinly using roughly the same amount 
of money.  This will mean that Charlotte’s project, along with other 
involvement services, will have to work in a different way.  At the moment 
it is not clear how this will happen.  Exeter CVS and East Devon Volunteer 
Support Agency (the organisations that currently manage the Exeter and 
East Devon projects) have now been invited to provide the service across 
Devon.    Charlotte will keep people informed. 
 
Personal progress – one person felt they had made good progress in the 
last couple of years.  They no longer had a care co-ordinator or support 
worker and felt they were now managing their mental health well 
themselves.  Many of their previous difficulties were now much reduced.   
 
Education – the same person said they had gained in confidence and a 
sense of achievement by doing a GCSE in maths via Learn Direct.  They 
thought that despite the variable support from Learn Direct staff they had 
developed personal strengths, such as self-motivation and self-
management of their mental health. They were pleased that their new 
maths skills enabled them to help their son with their homework.  They 
were appreciative of the support of Workways and looking forward to 
doing a Stepping Up computer course with Exeter CVS.  Their aim was to 
return to employment to do bookkeeping.  The person also gave positive 
feedback around the medical assessment required by the Benefits Agency 
and again appreciated Workways support with this.    Others said they felt 
inspired by this and one person said this was motivating them to return to 
learning and work and asked them for further advice. 
 
Charlotte added that that free training to help people access the internet 
was also now available locally: Feel Fine Online 2009—in conjunction with 
this government campaign CEDA (Creating Opportunities with Disabled 
People) is offering training in accessing the internet and being online, free 
to people using mental health services.  Training sessions will begin after 
Easter, but a free drop-in morning is happening on Wednesday, 25 March, 
10.30 –1.00 at CEDA, Exeter Business Park.  Call 01392 813025 or visit 
www.cedaonline.org.uk for more information. 
 
NEXT VISIT: THURSDAY, 9 APRIL 2009, 1.00 PM 
 
Notes of this meeting - will be displayed at the Bridge Collective. 
Notes of the meeting distribution list 
Bridge Collective members via admin. 
Bridge Collective Directors meeting 
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Bridge Collective Directors Meeting 21.01.09  
Present: Nicky, Bev, Louise, Margaret, Richard, Elaine, Peter, 
Andrew, Clare, Gary  

Last Minutes:  November passed 
                         December passed 
 

Brighton visit Elaine going to talk about setting up the Bridge – 
Brighton is funding two people.  Travel and accommodation – 
Bridie, Ben , Bev all interested.  These and Elaine will decide 
between them on second person. 

Accounts and CIC Report Have to be in by end of Jan.  
Andrew read draft report which was passed. 

Underground Sound New worker called Sandy taken on. 

Room booking book and bridge diary  issues – to have a 
book and make sure key holders available for each booking.  
Nicky doing that. 

Letter clear out Member concerned about items cleared.  
Andrew read out letter in response to her – Date to be set for 
more discussion on this subject – date convenient to this 
member.  Sarah will offer £15 to her for games.  Draft letter 
amended by meeting and passed by majority and will be sent. 

Group accountability  Draft letter for all groups re 
responsibilities and relationship with Bridge.  Andrew read draft – 
Discussion about letter followed – Agreed to be sent to all 
groups. 

Funding W.A.G’s  Waiting for funding to pay for Woman’s Art 
Group - Meanwhile we have been paying.  Issues around what 
W.A.G’s is owed. Sarah to find out before making decision on 
further payment to them. 

Travel Expense Review  In all £60 claimed by 2 people since 
decision made to pay expenses for directors meetings.  Agreed 
to continue. 

S.U.G Notes Agreed to cater for both mead eaters and 
vegetarians next Christmas meal. 
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Christmas meal  On going situation between 2 members 
discussed – it remains unresolved. 

Equality and Diversity Policy Date to review document to be 
set at next Directors meeting. 

Bridge – The Future Volunteers needed to do tasks identified 
by CEU.  Nicky and Andrew will start the process. 

 

 
Bridge Collective Directors Meeting 25.02.09  
Present: Marcus Gardiner, Linda Elt, Anna Langley Smith, 
Bridie Kelly, Gary, Louise Fox, Sarah Everson, Ben Durkin, 
Andrew Barkla, Bev Slade, Nicola, Graham Hocknell, Elaine 
Hewis. 

Last Minutes:  Passed 
 

SUG Notes from Charlotte Hubbard read.  Ongoing ideas of how 
collective works. 

C.E.U. Community Enterprise Unit reminder suggested for 
people to fill in their form. 

Letter x 2 letters read out regarding attendance at Bridge. A 
suggestion made that needs to be dealt with by complaints 
procedure.  Discussions regarding access for people – how to 
deal with complaints. 

Use of office equipment Discussion around  whether 
computers should be for general use. Possible solutions 
suggested e.g back up for info – encryption of info.  Proposed 
that lap tops being set up in Crow’s Nest. For general use.  
Agreed:  3 months trial of using office only for office use.  
 
Women’s Art Group Has been granted funding for another year 
from Awards for All, Article to go in newsletter. 
Exhibition to be held at Bridge in October 
Agreed: That Monday morning 10-12 WAG sessions are to 
remain as a Woman only Space.  
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Court Review Form Information given regarding a form for 
people to express their experiences of the courts. See Linda for 
further details. 
 
Group Accountability/ Relationship to the Bridge. There was 
a variety of responses some groups wanted to part of the Bridge 
others didn’t. This is an ongoing process/discussion.  
 
Dates agreed:  
Donation meeting: Wed April 22nd 10.30am - regarding items 

brought into the Bridge premises. 
Directors Meetings: Thurs 23rd April 5-7pm 

: Wed 20th May 1-3pm 
: Wed 24th June 1-3pm 

Company Secretary Meeting: Wed 3rd June 10am -12pm 
Cleaning and Health and Safety: Wed April 22nd 9.30am -10.30am 

: Wed 20th May 10-12pm 
: Wed 24th June 10-12pm 

Equality and Diversity Policy Disscussion: Sat May 9th 2.30pm 
Keyholder Meeting: T.B.C. 
Events Planning Meeting: Thurs 18th June 2.30pm  
Spirit of the Bridge : Thurs 2nd April 2pm 

: Thurs 14th March 2pm 
: Thurs 25th June 2pm 
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Bridge Collective Director’s Meeting 18.03.09 

Present: Nicola, Tom, Louise, Elaine, Bridie, Shirley, Marcus, 
Gary, Bev, Andrew, Sarah, Alex, Mike. (TBC at April meeting) 

Apologies: Clare, Margret, Linda. 

Minutes Agreed 

 

Introductions 
 
Ground rules proposal: 
ACTION:  These ground rules agreed for today: 

• Keeping to the agenda and the point being discussed. 
• People being allowed to be themselves. 
• The chair can ask someone to keep it short. 
• Being aware of and respectful of each others feelings 
• Being aware that people who are not speaking may still 

have an opinion 
• These suggestions are up for discussion / change / re-

agreement 
 

A contract of employment – draft was read out and discussed 
Action: more discussion needed  - set a meeting date 
 
Proposal for a new group  
Action: more information needed to make a decision. 
Need an outcome from the group relationships/ accountability 
Process for clarity to make this decision 
 
How to put items on the agenda 
Action: Bev will write up how to- for the Newsletter. 
• Writing on the agenda sheet in the Bridge Meeting-box file 

in the office 
• Coming to the Agenda meeting prior to the Bridge Meeting. 
•  Putting your name next to the item. 

 
Group relationships and accountability to the Bridge 
Action: Meeting time to be decided. 
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More frequent meetings proposal:  To discuss issues that 
need more time to help clear and complete agenda items.  
Meeting would be for discussion – with decisions made at the 
monthly Bridge Director’s Meeting 
Action: Agreed (in the Bridge diary as ‘Bridge Extra’ 
 
Ralph Hayward Meeting – information about the meeting 
Email from R. H. read out (summarising actions agreed at the 
meeting). Actions to be brought to the Bridge meeting to inform 
and to be agreed. 
Discussion as to who should attend such meetings. 
Action: Write a letter from the Bridge to the person who made 

official complaint including that there was:  
DECISION: agreement by majority decision that they are 
welcome top attend the Bridge, that they can expect a 
welcome reception at the Greenwood Project; registering that 
there was disagreement and acknowledging that it may be 
useful to look at ways round this including, 
DECISION: by majority, for the Directors meeting to be 
divided equally between the 2 parties in disagreement. 
(Acknowledging that there was disagreement and concerns). 
The person who made the official complaint to be invited to 
the next Bridge meeting in April and an invitation for the 2 
parties to alternate attending meetings from there. 

Action: Andrew will write the letter from the Bridge collective. 
Action: Person with complaint invited to give specifics to form an 

official complaint to enable a formal investigation of specifics 
Action: Person will do their best to provide specifics 
Action: Nicola will update this person with the proposed revised 

complaints procedure and of the next complaint procedure 
review meeting . 

 
Proposal to Join the Co-op bonus card Scheme  
Decision: Agreed 
 
Proposal for Alex to be a Keyholder 
Decision: Agreed 
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Proposal for a Karaoke Evening one off at the Bridge on a 
Thursday Evening 
Decision: Agreed for evening and for Bridge to pay. 
Action: Bev will arrange a date. 
 
Dates agreed:  
Bridge Extra: Thurs 2nd April 4-6pm Topics: 

• Complaints procedure - 40 minutes 
• Group relationships and accountability - 40 

minutes 
• Contracts of employment – 40 minutes 

: Thurs 7th May 4-6pm 
: Thurs 4th June 4-6pm 
 

September AGM: Thurs 17th September 1-3pm with lunch before at 
12-1pm. 

 
Items to be carried over to April Bridge Meeting 
• Paid employment review 
• Membership renewal 
• Keyholder policy 
• New Keyholder(s) 
• Facebook 
• Computor use 
• Printer 
• Internet security renewal date 25th April 
• Talking to / learning from other organisations working in a  
    similar way/ experiences/ expertise useful to the Bridge. 
• S.U.G. notes 
• AOB –ground rules proposal: mobile phones off in meetings to 

be discussed. 
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THE BRIDGE COLLECTIVE: APPLICATION FORM FOR MEMBERSHIP/ 
SUBSCRIPTION TO BRIDGE COLLECTIVE NEWSLETTER 
 
NAME …………………………………………………………………… 
ADDRESS 
……………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………… 
POST CODE ……………………………………........ 
Telephone no: ………………………………………… 
(optional) 
E-mail: ……………………………………………….. 
(optional) 
 
This information is required. It will be accessible only by people approved by 
the Bridge Collective and only used to send information relating to the Bridge 
Collective. 
Please place a tick alongside one of the options below: 
a) I wish to become a member of the Bridge Collective. I understand that this 

implies a commitment to support the work of the collective and to participate 
in its democratic running. I understand that the Bridge Collective is 
a Company Limited by Guarantee and that if the Company winds up, each 
member is liable to pay a maximum of £1.00 towards its debts. 

b) I do/do not wish to receive a newsletter by post. (Delete as applicable). By 
declining to subscribe to the newsletter, if you are a member, you are 
agreeing to receive formal notices of company business via the website 
www.bridgecollective.org.uk 

c) I enclose my subscription (see over for rates for the various options) 
 ………………………………………………….. 
d) I enclose a donation of ................................ 
 
Signed ………………………………………….Date ..………………….. 
 
Cheques payable to the 'Bridge Collective C.I.C.' please and return this form 
to: 
 
The Membership Secretary 
The Bridge Collective 
Unit 4 King Street Business Centre 
7 - 9 King Street 
Exeter EX1 1BQ 
Tel: (01392) 433358  
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Membership and Subscription Rates 

Subscriptions run from the date of payment until the following March 31st. If 
you are subscribing to the newsletter you will receive the current issue and 
subsequent issues up to the expiry date. 

Full rates applicable if you pay before 1st July are: 

Membership only    £5 

Membership and newsletter £10 

Newsletter only    £6 

 

Part-year subscriptions are as follows (membership/ membership+newsletter / 
newsletter only) 

Starting between 1st July and 30th Sept: £3.75 / £7.50 / £4.50 

Starting between 1st Oct and 31st Dec: £2.50 / £5 / £3 

Starting between 1st Jan and 31st March: £1.25 / £2.50 / £1.50 

 

If you are starting a subscription near the end of a newsletter quarter, we will 
be happy to date it from the start of the following quarter and not to include the 
current newsletter if you indicate that is what you wish. 
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Notes 

A space for you to create and to make your newsletter 

completely unique ………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………….…

…………..…………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

…….………………..……………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………

………………….………………..………………………

…………………………………………………………… 
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